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Schizophrenia - Royal College of Psychiatrists Schizophrenia is a serious mental illness that interferes with a persons
ability to think clearly, manage emotions, make decisions and relate to others. It is a complex, long-term medical illness,
affecting about 1% of Americans. Treatment - NAMI Schizophrenia is a mental illness that affects the way you think.
It affects about 1 in every 100 people. You can have positive and negative symptoms of schizophrenia. Negative
symptoms may be a lack of motivation and being withdrawn. Schizophrenia - Canadian Mental Health
AssociationCanadian Schizophrenia is one of many mental disorders that includes loss of personality, confusion,
psychosis, catatonia, agitation, delusions, and Schizophrenia - Canadian Mental Health - CMHA Schizophrenia is a
diagnosis given to some people who have severely disrupted beliefs and experiences. Schizophrenia - Teen Mental
Health The Complex Mental Illness Service focuses on clients with serious and persistent mental illness, including
schizophrenia and mood disorders. The program CAMH: Complex Mental Illness Schizophrenia is a serious disorder
which affects how a person thinks, feels and acts. Someone with schizophrenia may have difficulty distinguishing
between Support - NAMI Although Schizophrenia is a psychotic illness, psychosis can also occur in other mental
disorders, such as: Bipolar Disorder, Depression, or as a result of drug Schizophrenia - What is schizophrenia? Rethink Mental Illness, the Schizophrenia is a fairly common and debilitating mental illness. Learn more, including
causes, symptoms, types, and treatments. Learn about what is schizophrenia and schizophrenia treatment
Schizophrenia is a chronic and severe mental disorder that affects how a person thinks, feels, and behaves. People with
schizophrenia may seem like they have NIMH Schizophrenia - National Institute of Mental Health - NIH
Schizophrenia is an illness that disrupts the functioning of the human mind. It requires evidence-based treatment by
qualified mental health What Is Schizophrenia? - American Psychiatric Association Up to date and easy to read
information about schizophrenia, produced the Royal As with other mental disorders, schizophrenia is more likely if
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you were NIMH Schizophrenia - National Institute of Mental Health - NIH The complexity of schizophrenia may
help explain why there are misconceptions about the disease. Schizophrenia does not mean split personality or
Schizophrenia Institute of Mental Health Schizophrenia is a mental illness that affects 1 in 100 people in their
lifetime. The symptoms of the condition including hearing voices and seeing visual Schizophrenia - Types of
Schizophrenia - Symptoms - Mental Health Denial of illness: initially, most individuals with schizophrenia believe
that they are not ill this realization usually only comes after repeated psychiatric Schizophrenia Symptoms &
Treatment Psych Central Schizophrenia mindhealthconnect Schizophrenia is a significant mental illness that
causes someone to have an altered experience of reality. It is one of a group of disorders known as psychosis. Mental
Health and Schizophrenia - WebMD Schizophrenia and Mental Illness: Schizophrenia WebMD explains
schizoaffective disorder, a hybrid condition that includes schizophrenia, bipolar Schizophrenia is a brain disorder that
distorts the way a person thinks, acts, expresses . Mental Health Psychotic Disorders Schizophrenia - Internet Mental
Health Schizophrenia. Schizophrenia is a serious mental illness. One of the biggest myths around the illness is that it
isnt treatable. With the right supports, people can Schizophrenia is a challenging disorder that often makes it difficult to
If schizophrenia or another mental problem is the cause, getting treatment early will help. NAMI: National Alliance on
Mental Illness What is Schizophrenia? What are the types of schizophrenia? - Rethink Mental Illness, the
Substance use is the most common co-occurring disorder in people with schizophrenia, Schizophrenia
mindhealthconnect Schizophrenia is a mental disorder that is characterized by hallucinations (auditory, visual,
olfactory, or tactile) and delusions. It is usually treated with a Schizophrenia - SANE Australia Rethink Mental Illness
is a charity that believes a better life is possible for millions of In November 2011 the independent Schizophrenia
Commission was What Are Psychotic Disorders? Schizophrenia, Schizoaffective Coping with schizophrenia isnt
easy. But if you or a family member or friend is struggling, there is help. NAMI and NAMI Affiliates are here to provide
you with What Is Schizoaffective Disorder? Causes, Symptoms, Diagnosis Discover the symptoms, causes,
diagnosis advice, treatment options and related conditions of schizophrenia.
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